§1. The Number of the Homotopy Types
We work in the homotopy category of HZ/p*-local CW-spectra, because any spectrum X has the same mod p cohomology group as its HZ/£*-localization X, cohomology equivalence means (homotopy) equivalence and this category includes usual bounded below ^-complete spectra. In larger categories, it might be impossible to count the homotopy types of spectra which realize the same JLmodule because of the existence of HZ/£#-acyclic spectra. 
Proof. The existence of such a spectrum follows from Toda [8] by only using the condition (1). We recall it for the further proof.
Fix a minimal resolution of M as ^-module: 
b) <5 s+1 =£*°7r* +1 : C S+ c) There are split short exact sequences :
Then the spectrum X=lim X s realizes M. 
, we get d 2 (j8)=OeEl- 1 . And the condition (2) implies:
Thus there exists a map 5-: Y-*X' realizing /3. Since X' and Fare HZ/£*-local spectra, g is a homotopy equivalence.
Next we construct a set function O which has S as its domain and the set of subsets of ExtY(M, M) as its target. As studied above, the isomorphism £': M=H*X-*H*X' is uniquely determined for any JTe]>] and any map /{: X' -»JFo realizing s. We consider the Adams spectral sequence E?* = ExtJ*(H*X, H*X f ) where JL means disjoint union.
C^i C^i
Suppose the following situation: H*JT'< -M ->H*X f . As studied above, We consider the reindexed version of the May spectral sequence for ExtX*(jZ(2),F 2 ) according to D. C. Ravenel [7] : (2) has 1600 different Jl-module structures (Lin [4] ), but every E 0 JK2) has the same E 0 JL module structure such that:
Proof. JL has a free JL(2) basis {PJ, Pi, Pi, PJ, PJ} up to degree 23, the maximal degree of JL (2) . So weh ave only to show these are mapped into higher filtration when they are applied to t, the fundamental class of JL (2) . But this is immediate because JL(2) has only such higher filtration degree elements in the degree of P?. ExtS**(F a , F 2 ) -> ExtJJS(E 0 u*(2), F 2 ) UJ UJ ; 7 . , __
In the Ei-term, there is one element which might survive in the E ro -term and give some non-zero element of Note. We cannot proceed the same approach as the above for the realization of JL(n) (n>2), because there might survive many elements in the Eoo-term so as to generate obstructions in Extfj" 2>s+m (J^(n), F 2 ) for s^l, 0^77^^maxdeg
JL(n). For example, AI,4 2 -^,oeExt|' 0 8 J 11 (E 0 c J «(3), F 2 ) is a permanent cycle, because there exists no element in E?' 63 '* whose filtration degree is greater than 11, and EP'*-0 for f<64.
Next we will prove the uniqueness of the homotopy type of spectra which realize JL(2) with the specific JL -module structure indicated by Mitchell [6] . I calculated in my master thesis its explicit presentation form as follows. There is one and only one homotopy type of spectra which realize JL (2) with the Jl-module structure indicated by Mitchell [6] . 
Proof. We proved

